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New York – Pace Gallery is pleased to present Along the Way, a solo exhibition in New York dedicated to Beijing-based artist Yin Xiuzhen, who has been a pioneer of Chinese performance and installation art since the early 1990s and is one of the most foremost artists working in the region today. Yin's works operate as rich repositories of cultural memory, capturing the scale of change that occurred in China in the late 20th century, and have been exhibited internationally for decades, including in the China Pavilion at the 52nd Venice Biennale in 2007 as well as at MoMA in 2010 for the 92nd installment of the Museum's Projects series, for which the artist's large-scale sculpture Collective Subconscious was presented. Along the Way will highlight Yin's masterful exploration of the interplay between globalization and local tradition, as well as the interpenetration of personal history and collective experience, through a number of sculptures and installations reflecting the artist's deft and well-recognized sculptural integration of disparate everyday items. Featuring over 20 works, including the debut of new porcelain pieces alongside large-scale sculptural installations, the exhibition showcases the core themes and artistic language of Yin's creative output through a spotlight on several key materials prevalent throughout her practice, including porcelain, cement, and fabric. The exhibition will be on view May 21 – June 26, 2021, and marks the artist's first presentation at Pace's New York gallery, as well as the artist's first solo show in the U.S. in over a decade.

Yin's work is a commentary on Chinese society, reflecting her own lived experiences while weaving together additional personal narratives into a collective history. As Wu Hong, the art historian and professor at the University of Chicago, once commented: “Yin Xiuzhen’s transformation into a contemporary artist took place with incredible ease and spontaneity . . . Yin has searched for an individual voice to express how she feels about herself and the world from the beginning of her career, and has created a unique and deeply personal visual vocabulary that transcends not
only narrowly defined gender identity but also any local/global polarity." Universally resonant, Yin’s work is rich in sensibility and intuition, and she continues to be driven by a desire to express the concepts that she observes in society in ever-changing ways.

*Along the Way* will debut new porcelain works by the artist created in the past three years that reflect her ongoing experimentation with the material. Closely associated with Chinese history and tradition, porcelain has been the focus of Yin’s practice in recent years, and its materiality has served as the impetus for significant variability in her sculptural work during this time. Through a nontraditional method of porcelain firing in her Wall Instrument series, Yin realizes subtle yet abundant variation in color and texture on the works surfaces, while also allowing the spontaneity of this firing process to serve as a form of stimulation and dialogue. Ultimately, through this process, the original, smooth porcelain plates in these works take on natural undulations, wrinkles, and cracks through Yin’s interventions. Within these pieces, the artist also embeds fragments of worn clothes, so parts of the clothing appear in the demarcations in the porcelain surfaces. In encompassing the experiences of those who wore these clothes, the works mimic biological skin, creating psychological cues and evoking sensory perception from the viewers while acting as poignant carriers of memories.

The exhibition also explores the artist’s use of cement, which started to appear in Yin’s practice in the early 1990s and has become a defining material within her work alongside clothing, as present in the Wall Instrument series. In her recent work *Butter* (2021), a photo captures a hard and unyielding plane of cement being penetrated and blended slowly by a piece of butter. This dynamic exploration of materials with conflicting natures has been a theme prevalent throughout Yin’s 30-year career.

Another highlight of the presentation, the 2019 work *Fiber of Time* demonstrates the artist’s capacity to utilize materiality across a range of contexts. In the work, porcelain and fabrics are presented not only as symbols, but as objects themselves that can reflect concepts such as time, space, and spirituality. For *Fiber of Time*, Yin soaked pieces of used clothing in porcelain clay, allowing it to permeate every gap in the fiber, then gripped the cloth with both hands before putting the saturated fragments into the kiln. The firing process eliminated the fibers of the original clothing, freezing time and leaving behind instead patterns and shapes reminiscent of the original forms. The resulting work, comprising 108 porcelain statues evenly arranged on the wall, creates a repository for memory and narrative. The artist’s idea of time’s intersection with experience and memory in this work—which is further cemented as a tangible piece of space-time in the ritual-like process of high temperature combustion in the kiln—was inspired by the Buddhist approach to relics. Each individual porcelain piece within the work draws inspiration from relics and can be seen as the crystallization of the spirit and its memories and wisdom.

The exhibition will also feature *Sky Puzzle* (2020), a large-scale installation first created during the 21st United Nations Climate Conference in Paris in 2015. For the work, Yin used the story of “mending the sky” from traditional Chinese mythology as a reference, inviting embassies of various countries to collect clothes worn by their residents. In a suitcase, she then shaped the clothes to create forms depicting iconic buildings from each country and installed them as one work hung from the ceiling as a sky. This highly allegorical piece came to Hong Kong in 2020 as part of the artist’s major solo exhibition, *Yin Xiuzhen: Sky Patch*, at the Centre for Heritage, Arts and Textile (CHAT) at The
Mills in Hong Kong. With the emotional prevalence of COVID-19, the artist invited local residents to participate in the process of sewing the “sky”, in a manner in which they could weave together their individual feelings.

Yin Xiuzhen: Along the Way is presented on the heels of the artist’s major museum shows in Greater China this past year, including her show at CHAT in Hong Kong and a group show at the He Art Museum in Guangdong. The artist is currently featured in a solo exhibition at the Zhi Art Museum in Chengdu, on view through 2021.

Yin Xiuzhen (b. 1963, Beijing, China) currently lives and works in Beijing. Her work explores themes of the past and present, memory, globalization, and homogenization. Yin began her career after earning a BA from Capital Normal University’s Fine Arts Department, Beijing, in 1989. She is best known for her sculptures and installations comprising secondhand objects like clothing, shoes, and suitcases. Inspired by the rapidly changing cultural environment of her native Beijing, Yin arranges and reconfigures these recycled items to draw out their individual and collective histories. Her assembled materials operate as sculptural documents of memory, alluding to the lives of individuals who are often neglected in the drive toward rapid development, excessive urbanization, and the growing global economy.

Yin has participated in many milestone exhibitions and presentations since the 1990s. Her works have been widely exhibited in museums and art institutions around the world, including in Inside Out: New Chinese Art (1998—99), which was presented at the Asia Society and MoMA PS1 in New York and then traveled to SFMOMA and the Asian Art Museum; the China Pavilion of the 52nd Venice Biennale (2007); the International Art Exhibition of the 58th Venice Biennale (2019); the Elaine Dannheisser Projects Series at MoMA (2010); and a large-scale retrospective exhibition held in 2012 at the Groninger Museum in the Netherlands and the Düsseldorf Art Museum in Germany. In 2014, Phaidon published a monograph on Yin as part of their Contemporary Artist series, making her the second female Asian artist to ever be selected. Yin’s works can be found in the collection of Tate Modern, London; Centre Pompidou, Paris; Dusseldorf Art Museum, Germany; Groninger Museum, Netherlands; Mori Art Museum, Japan; the White Rabbit Art Museum, Australia; Art Gallery of New South Wales, Australia; Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing; and M+ Art Museum, Hong Kong, among other museums and institutions around the world.

Pace is a leading international art gallery representing some of the most influential contemporary artists and estates from the past century, holding decades-long relationships with Alexander Calder, Jean Dubuffet, Barbara Hepworth, Agnes Martin, Louise Nevelson, and Mark Rothko. Pace enjoys a unique U.S. heritage spanning East and West coasts through its early support of artists central to the Abstract Expressionist and Light and Space movements.

Since its founding by Arne Glimcher in 1960, Pace has developed a distinguished legacy as an artist-first gallery that mounts seminal historical and contemporary exhibitions. Under the current leadership of President and CEO Marc Glimcher, Pace continues to support its artists and share their visionary work with audiences worldwide by remaining at the forefront of innovation. Now in its seventh decade, the gallery advances its mission through a robust global program—comprising exhibitions, artist projects, public installations, institutional collaborations, performances, and interdisciplinary projects. Pace has a legacy in art bookmaking and has published over five hundred titles in close
collaboration with artists, with a focus on original scholarship and on introducing new voices to the art historical canon. The gallery has also spearheaded exploration into the intersection of art and technology through new business models, exhibition interpretation tools, and representation of artists engaging with technology.

Today, Pace has nine locations worldwide including London, Geneva, a strong foothold in Palo Alto, and two galleries in New York—its headquarters at 540 West 25th Street, which welcomed almost 120,000 visitors and programmed 20 shows in its first six months and an adjacent 8,000 sq. ft. exhibition space at 510 West 25th Street. Pace was one of the first international galleries to establish outposts in Asia, where it operates permanent gallery spaces in Hong Kong and Seoul, as well as an office and viewing room in Beijing. In 2020, Pace opened temporary exhibition spaces in East Hampton and Palm Beach, with continued programming on a seasonal basis. In fall 2021, Pace will continue to expand its European presence with the opening of a larger gallery space in London.
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